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What is the Purpose of Performance Assessment
The ultimate purpose of performance assessment is to achieve an efficient and
effective use of resources by providing relevant feedback to the scheme
management at all levels.
It helps to answer two questions (Murray-Rust and Snellen, 1993):
● ‘Am I doing things right?’, a question that asks whether the intended level
of service or operation that has been set (or agreed upon) is being achieved.
This is the basis for good operational performance.
● ‘Am I doing the right thing?’, a question that aims at finding out whether
the wider objectives of irrigation and drainage are being fulfilled, and fulfilled
efficiently. The latter is part of the process of assessment of strategic
performance.
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Performance assessment
Purpose and
Strategy

Design and plan the
performance
assessment

• Objectives
• Type (Operational,
accountability,
intervention,
sustainability,
diagnostic analysis)
• Boundaries (spatial
and temporal
dimensions)

• What criteria,
data, indictors
are to be used?

Implementation

Application of Output

• Collecting
and
analysing
data and
reporting

• Look for causes
and provide
corrective action
for identified
level of
performance
• Make
comparisons
• Continue with
routine
management

Further action
required?

• If yes
• (i) Redefine
strategic
objectives
and/or
targets.
• (ii) Redefine
operational
objectives
and/or targets
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Protocol for WaPOR Based Performance Assessment
Data

• WaPOR: E, T, ETref, NPP, PCP
• Field data: Yield, Cropping
season
• Literature: kc, HI, AOT, θ

Performance
Assessment
Indicators

•Uniformity
•Equity
•Beneficial fraction
•Adequacy
•Land productivity
•Water productivity

Application
of output

Application of outputs
* Make comparison
* Identify productivity target and bright spots
* Productivity gaps
* Evaluate intensification vs crop land expansion on resource use and production

•Make comparisons
•Productivity target and bright spots
•Evaluate the land, water and production implication
of intensification vs crop land expansion strategy
•Look for causes and provide corrective action for
identified level of performance
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WAPORWP: Standard protocol for the land and water productivity analyses

https://github.com/wateraccounting/WAPORWP

It provides Jupyter Notebooks in python
which can be used to calculate land and
water productivity and other performance
indicators such as uniformity, efficiency
(beneficial fraction), adequacy, relative
water deficit as well as estimating
productivity gaps at a project area.
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Colab version of the WAPORWP
https://github.com/wateraccounting/WAPORWP
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Why?/How?: colab version of the WAPORWP
It helps users to use free resource (Google's cloud computer) and avoid the
hassle of installing Python dependencies (packages) on their local machine (PC
or laptop). Users can run the colab version of WAPORWP in two steps:
Step 1: Load the colab
version of the WAPORWP
folder in your google drive
(My Drive)
Step 2: Connect Google
Colab with Google Drive
and run the python scrips
in cloud. (refer the readme
for the colab version of
WAPORWP).
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Scope/limitation of WAPORWP
1. The protocol is tailored to biophysical productivity: water productivity with
respect to consumed water use, and land productivity [biomass(B): yield=(HI?*B)].
2. The protocol is developed for agricultural areas with a single crop and same
cropping season, which can vary between years.
3. Implementing the protocol beyond fields/ scheme level such as a river basin and
country levels, which could fall in different agro-climatic zones, require
normalization for climate variation – which is outside the scope of the protocol.
4. WaPOR data
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https://hess.copernicus.org/preprints/hess-2021-409/
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